Abstract
Introduction

1.
International road transport mobile fleet manufacturers make trucks with similar technical specifications. Moreover, vehicle concordance to standard requirements of UNECE rules (there are 110 of them) and EU directives make construction parameters more similar. However, prices for vehicles by different manufacturers can vary in a substantially significant way. Consumers have issues with making right choice of mobile fleet. To solve this issue it's necessary to choose objective criterion and evaluate possible variants of vehicles according to it. Evaluation criterion must impartially assess mobile fleet efficiency. It should have meaning, meet requirements of all participants of automobile purchase and exploitation processes, and be easy and convenient for calculation, sufficient, reliable, comprehensive and replicable.
Materials and methods 2.
Integrated investment economic efficiency assessment criterion -net current cost (NCC) meets all these requirements. Capital increase from investments is defined as a difference between total discounted cash flow and discounted investments amount. This value is net present value (NCC) and it indicates integrated effect from vehicle exploitation. NCC is calculated by formula:
(1) where vehicle service life, years; discounted investments of n year; n -year numerical order. NCC is main investments economic efficiency assessment criterion. If NCC > 0, then investments are paid off within considered period, investments are put up in right way. When NCC < 0, project doesn't pay off. If NCC = 0, project is neither profitable nor unprofitable.
When applied it's often not possible to define revenues from new facility exploitation. For example, how can we evaluate road freighter economy efficiency, used in manufacturing chain of own production? When it's difficult to calculate tangible benefit from using new facility, it can be evaluated according to criterion -specified discounted net expenditures (SDNE), defined by formula 
DPE
of nonrecurring and current expenditures for vehicle service period, put on beginning of investment period.
(3) where -current expenditures of -period. Current expenditures can include service production cost with deduction of amortization expenses, balance profit tax, profit tax, license acquisition expenses, trucking company allowances and training expenditures.
Investment profitability is defined by formula (4) Investments profitability shows total discounted cash flow per 1 RUB of discounted investments. Investments are profitable, if I >1. This condition is automatically performed when NCC > 0. Condition I >1 simultaneously shows, that expenditures for this project are paid off, and value I equals multiples of payback. Naturally, within comparative analysis the biggest profitability is more preferred option.
Consumer is interested not only in pay off, but also in investment profitability which characterizes DAV. DAVdiscounting rate value, which corresponds to zero value NCC, i.e. it is defined by equation (5) regarding discounting rate r. If discounting rate r changes, NCC changes its mark from "+" to " -" , and there's such rate, under which NCC = 0, and this rate is called DAV.
When applied equation (2.58) is solved via iteration, for this r gets different values and NCC is found until condition NCC <0 is performed. DAV value is defined by equation (6)
where r 1 -discounting rate, under which corresponding NCC 1 >0; r 2 -discounting rate, under which corresponding NCC 2 <0.
We can assess DAV value according to possibility to return credit sum, compare investment profitability with alternative investments. DAV shows maximal allowable limit of discounting rate. For example, investments are performed on account of loan for 20%, and DAV=25%, which means that investment profitability is bigger than bank interest and credits with interest will be returned. For investment condition DAV > "CC" (capital cost for enterprise) is needed to be performed.
Vehicle pay off can be defined by two ways: according to net cash flow without considering time factor ( -payback) and discounting cash flow (CP -current pay off). To calculate payback, cash flow is added till the sum exceeds investment value. Year within which it exceeds is investment pay off period. Consumer compares obtained payback term value with alternative investments and makes decision to purchase vehicle. If consumer invested on account of credit, then payback term shouldn't exceed loan repayment term in case it will be returned only out of vehicle exploitation profits.
-pay off doesn't consider time value of money. This indicator enables to find out how much time will be needed for investment to bring in such sum of money which was spent on it without considering discounting influence. If for company pay off period matters, then this indicator can be used as "barrier". If pay off term is longer than barrier one, project will be rejected. After initial expenses indemnity, pay off ignores cash flow. This method prefers cash flows generated in first years.
Pay off indicator is not used separately, only as addition to other number indices -NCC, PI and DAV. Investments pay off can be defined in current costs, i.e. using discounted cash flow (DCF). Pay off calculated according to DCF is called current pay off (CP -pay off). In this case time factor and "barrier rate" are considered. Naturally, current pay off is bigger than pay off calculated according to net current costs. CP can be calculated by formula ,
where S m -cash flow sum for m years, under which condition ; P -cash flow in (m+1) -year is performed. We will study special features of economic efficiency calculations on actual example. Chelny Trucks Ltd is set up to provide transport services to freight cargos internationally on route «Naberezhnye Chelny -Munich (Germany) -Naberezhnye Chelny». This enterprise has permission to perform international forwarding and is full member of AIRTC (Association of International Road Transport Carriers). To perform international forwarding truck KAMAZ-5460 with semitrailer Krone is bought. Truck is loaded with 20 tons of 1-st class cargo. Crew, consisting of two drivers, works on mobile fleet. Cast products are exported; roll paper for printing industry is imported. Described route will be the same for eight years.
Planned round trip duration is 384 hours. Transportation is regularly performed within a year. Market capacity is 19 round trips per year. One truck will forward 1500 tons of cargo. Rate quotations shall be negotiated.
The shortest distance in export direction: Naberezhnye Chelny -Kazan Total distance is 7414 km, including on the territory of Germany -1540 km, on the territory of Poland -1460 km, on the territory of Belorussia -1358 km, on the territory of Russia -3056 km.
Border crossing: Smolensk, Kozlovichi, Frankfurt (Oder). Cash flow calculation on truck exploitation is shown in chart 1, and economy efficiency indicators calculations on truck exploitation KAMAZ-5460 with semitrailer Krone are shown in chart 2.
Thus, according to economic criteria NCC, DNE, PI, DAV, due to pay-off it's possible to objectively evaluate mobile fleet efficiency and make right choice. The method can be used while assessing efficiency of trucks bought on loan or lease. In this regard corresponding corrections are put into cash flow calculation chart. Offered method respects the interests of all international road transport participants.
According to practice and calculations, more expensive imported vehicles are not paid off within reviewed exploitation period [Fashiev, Ildarhanov & Krahmaleva, 2004] . Some specialists explain this fact by low competitive ability of home forwarders. Competition on international road transport services market has considerably become more strained. It's especially noticeable under conditions of economy pace and foreign trade activity decrease in many counties. Competitive ability of international forwarders is known to depend on many factors. 
